Malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) is the most common sarcomas. It originates from the bones as from the other soft tissues. Some believe it to be the end phase of many different sarcomas. While some others confirm its authentic identity from the beginning. The males are more vulnerable than females with a privilege to the ages between 50-70 years. Clinically, MFHs are silent per se. So, any relating symptoms or signs come essentially from the neighbors’ suffering from the mass effect of the tumor. MFHs prefer the lower limb as an origin. The upper limb and retroperitoneum locations are not banal. Their retroperitoneal forms might reach an extremely huge size before being evident. Here-after, I present a case of a huge retroperitoneal MFH in a female patient of 55 years.

Figure (1)
CT scan of the abdomen with contrast infusion- Selected slices
I have selected different slices for better imagination of the tumor’s size and location. Upper- right slice (sagital), shows the gigantism of the tumor; occupying the space from the little pelvis caudally to the liver superiorly. It measures 35X15 cm. The rest slices (axial), reveal the inhomogeneity of the tumor texture. The tumor extends from the vertebral column posteriorly to the abdomen wall anteriorly. Some spots of calcifications and mucoidal degenerations stand beside each other through out the tumor. The left kidney is still functional, whereas the right kidney is totally silent.
Figure (2)
Sagital view (left)- Coronal view (right)
The left slice (sagital+ contrast infusion), the tumor extends from the floor of the true pelvis inferiorly to the costal margin superiorly. It concentrates the contrast material in its periphery, while its centre fails doing so. We find calcifications spots particularly in the lower pole of the tumor. The right slice (coronary+ contrast infusion) reveals complete silence of the right kidney. The left kidney works very well.

Figure (3)
Per-operation View
Via midline incision, the tumor appeared as a gigantesque ball with a cone-like extension into the lesser pelvis. The small intestines were crowded to the left superior corner of the abdominal cavity.

Figure (4)
Per-operation View- Resected Tumor
Sub-total resection of the tumor.
Figure (5)
Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION
Spindle cell neoplasm showing atypia and nuclear hyperchromasia and mitotic figures, arranged in fascicles with foci of cartilaginous tissue, sarcomatous.
Tumor cells express:
Positive for Desmin, actin and Protein S100

CONCLUSION
Compatible with:
Malignant Fibrous histiocytoma with heterologous element
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